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By G. A. Parwez
(Translated by: Dr. Ejaz Rasool)

The Human Self  and Allah
Episode No. 14

He Who created the numerous heavens one above another: no want of  proportion will 
you witness in the creation of  Ar-Rehman. So turn your vision again: see you any flaw? 

Again, turn your vision a second time: your vision will come back to you dull and 
discomfited, in a state of  worn out. (67:3-4)

To the superficialglance no order and connection, no proportion and balance is visible 
in this system of  the universe. But as human knowledge and experience keep 
expanding, his research takes him towards this absolute conclusion that there is no 
creasein theDivine creation, no wrinkle in the blanket oflunar light. 

5.9 Increase or Decrease in Creation is According to Allah'sWill

Then, if  this system of  the universe had somehow come into existenceby chance, then 
whatever was made initially would have remained as such. Those who accept soul and 
matter to be from the past hold this very belief.They say that whatever number of  
souls have been created, there can be no decrease or increase in itnor can matter 
decrease or increase; only forms change now,alterations keep taking place in the 
moulds; or on the other hand, the doctrine of  the materialists of  Europe that,'what is 
life but the appearance of  arrangements of  elements, what is death but the 
disintegration of  these elements'. According to them, the system of  the universe is the 
name given to the various stages of  the process of  evolution, otherwise nothing here 
can increase or decrease. 

But the universe created by Allah, the Wise and All-Knowing, is not of  this type that 
after creating it He sat back (Allah forbid) as if  He had become a useless limb. 
European philosophers think that the system of  the universe is like a clock which once 
wound up, keeps running automatically. This doctrine is also a product of  the human 
mind, it is not based on fact. To think that the Being which possesses thiscapabilitythat 
He can bring the universe into existence from nothing and formulate such laws 
according to which this functions with balance and synchronisation, that after doing 
so much, His powers became suspended and He sat back idle, is not knowledge but 
ignorance. The Possessor of  such great powers - and idle! Does your intellect concede 
this? What, does evidence and observation also demonstrate this? Suspension 
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emerges at that time when allenergies end and life changes into death. The living 
One, and living with powers, and along with this established, He can never die. 
Leaving aside death, He cannot even doze off:

…No slumber can seize Him nor sleep…(2:255)

Therefore, the doctrine of  suspension i.e. Allah sitting back idle, is a sign of  shutting the 
eyes to facts. In the veins and arteries of  the system of  the universe, His Wisdom and 
Will is continuously functioning and working. He creates, then according to the law 
ofMashe'at, He has knowledge about the reality of  what is not meant to remain any 
longerand He removes it, and that which has the ability to remain, He retains it:

Allah does blot out or confirm what He Wills: with Him is the mother of  the Book 
(Divine laws). (13:39)

Having created, He has not now become oblivious of  His creation:

And We have made, above you, many tracts; and We are never unmindful of  creation. 
(23:17)

Not only beauty and adornments but keeps creating ever new creations:

…He adds to His creation as per His Will…(35:1)

Up till now there was mention of  various aspects ofcreation. But the Quran has 
summed up all details and specifics into one sentence when it stated:

…the Creator of  all things…(6:102) See also (39:62, 40:62)

This was the general aspect i.e. this proclamation that He is the Creator of  everything. 
But to instill the truth in the mind in an unambiguous way, the Quran has made it clear by 
illustration with an example,that none other than Him has ever created anything:

Say: 'Have you seen partners of  yours whom you call upon besides Allah? Show me what it 
is they have created in the earth. Or have they a share in the heavens?' (35:40) See also 

(46:4)

At one place this same question is asked in the form of  a negative question:

O mankind! call to mind the grace of  Allah unto you! Is there a Creator, other than Allah, to 
give you sustenance from heaven or earth? There is no Ilaah but He: how then 
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are you deluded away from the truth? (35:3)

5.10 False Gods are Themselves a Creation

Those whom you worship (whether they are human beings or signs of  nature) are 
themselves creations of  Allah:

Those whom they invoke besides Allah create nothing and themselves created. (16:20) See 
also (52:35-36)

These false gods are not only idols of  clay and stones but are also living gods whose 
worship is carried out during their life or after their death. It is stated about their 
helplessness:

Yet they have taken, besides Him, gods that can create nothing but are themselves created; 
that have no control of  hurt or good to themselves; nor can they control death nor life nor 

resurrection. (25:3)

At another place it is stated that if  there had been another creator other than Allah, and 
if  the creations of  both had mingled together, then there could also be this doubt that 
there may be another creator. But when this is not the case, then how can one be 
deceived:

…or do they assign to Allah partners who have created (anything) as He has created, so 
that the creation seemed to them similar? Say: 'Allah is the Creator of  all things: He is the 

one, Supreme and Irresistible.' (13:16)

Leaving aside some big thing, other than Allah no-one can createeven the smallestof  
things(22:73-74). When all these things which the erroneousvision of  man converts into 
gods are created by Allah, then the Creator certainly knows what potentials there are in 
His Creation for various tasks. Hence, when He (the Creator) says that no-one possesses 
the capability to create anything in My creation, then this is a statement of  the state of  
reality:

Should He not know – He that created? And He is the One that understands the finest 
details and is well acquainted with them. (67:14)

He is fully aware what potentials are hidden in His creation and where the limits of  their 
potentials come to an end:

…for He is well-versed in every kind of  creation. (36:79)
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It should be made clear that wherever in these verses it is stated that nogod other than 
Allah has the power to create, by this is meant to bring into existence something from 
nothing. Otherwise, the other meaning of  creationi.e. producing something by a new 
arrangement ofdifferent elements is that act of  creationfor which man possesses the 
ability. When the Qurandeclares Allah asbeing the best of  Creators (23:14, 37:125), 
there is a reference in this to the fact that there can be creators other than Allah. But He 
is the best ofCreators i.e. that ultimate beauty and adornment, complete balance and 
proportion which is found in the creation of  Allahcannot be foundin the creation of  
others.

In the light of  this discussion,reflect that when a Jamaat consists of  those individuals 
whose selfsare becoming developed (i.e. the attributes of  Allah are manifesting in their 
selfs), then the first trait of  this Jamaat will be that it should become a partner in the 
creative programme of  Allah. The fundamental trait of  a Mominis creation, and creation 
also of  such a type that,just as an attribute of  Allahis that when He makes an intent 
about something then that thing becomes manifest and emerges, the state of  a Momin 
should also be such that (within the constraintsof  being human) when he intends to do 
something then this intent should assuredly reach its completion. In the same way that 
his Allah is not dependent on an outsiderfor the completion of  His intents, similarly the 
state of  the Jamaat of  Momineen should be such that in the attainment of  their aims they 
are not reliant on outsiders. This Jamaat will be the cause for the creation of  ever new 
aims, lively objectives, and bright and sustainable wishesin the world. 

When their Allah is not a static Being of  inertia and an idol of  stone but instead is 
aCreator and Maker, then does it suit them to spend a life that is static and suspended like 
stones? They should also be creators and makers (within the confines of  being human). 
They should be the creator of  their own world and in the creation of  this new world, no-
one should betheir equal or comparable– this is the very secret of  being a Momin, this is 
the essence of  his being, and this is the very proclamation of  the Quran.

6 Rabubiyat (Sustenance)

After creation (Takhleeq), the first stage is Rabubiyat. This has already been explained that 
by Kun-Fa-Yakoon (Be! and it is) does not mean that by Allah saying 'Kun' (Be), that thing 
at once comes into existence in its completed form. By this is meant that the process of  
its creation commences and by gradually going through evolutionary stages, it reaches 
its point of  completion. Taking somethingfrom its point of  initiation gradually towards 
its stage of  completion and providing complete guidancefor this is called Rabubiyat, and 
the one Who does this is called Rabb. The general meaning of  this will be the One who 
provides 'nourishment' i.e. Rabubiyat will mean that in order for something to be taken 
through all of  its stages from its beginning until its completion; to oversee and 
supervise; provide nourishment; make it grow and enable it to reach its completion; 
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from a water drop till it becomes a pearl; till a seed becomes a tree; till water and clay 
turns to the form of  a man; whatever kind of  stages arise en routeto be watchful and to 
accommodate them, providing those means which are sufficient for its requirements 
and on which its life depends.

6.1 Displays of  Rabubiyat

This arrangement that alongwith the birth of  a child fountains of  milk should gush 
forthfor its nourishment,was not a matter within the control of  a human; this is a 
manifestation of  the marvel of  Rabubiyat of  that Creator of  the Universe. Then also 
reflect on these links in this process of  Rabubiyatthat, following the birth of  a child and 
up to a period of  two to two and a half  years,how changes occur automatically in this 
diet of  hisaccording to the demands of  his nutrition. Because in the beginning the 
stomach of  a child is fragile, therefore at the beginning the composition of  the milk 
containsproportionately more water and less fat. As the child grows its stomach 
continues to develop the ability to digest a stronger diet and along with this ability, stage 
by stage, the proportion of  water in the milk reduces and fat composition increases, 
although the milk producing 'machinery' is still the same and the constituents from 
which the milk is produced in the mother also remain unchanged, so much so that when 
the child develops the strength and ability to digest other food, then these springs of  
milk dry up. For those children who are placed on artificial feeding, charts are prepared 
for their diet which detailhow the proportion of  water and milk will decrease and 
increase in relation to age. The principle of  this proportion is defined on this process of  
nature which it keeps in view in relation to the child's diet. From this one systemit can be 
understood whether this arrangement is that of  a 'blind nature' i.e. could the inventor of  
this process from which man,who possesses so much intelligence and understanding, 
knowledge and experience, obtains guidance to prepare food for the child, be a 'blind 
nature'? This is just an example, otherwise you will see that whichever thing you cast 
your eye on in thiswide and expansive system of  the universe,whatever means of  
sustenance are needed are all present from the direction of  nature from the beginning to 
the end at every stage for its survival and strength. For human lifeair,water, light and 
food are indispensable constituents. The state of  air is such that wherever man is, 
whether travelling or not, low or high, day or night, ample air remains automatically 
around him and he is not even aware at what moment he takes a breath; so much so, that 
even during sleep this action continues to function automatically. This is the same 
situation with light.By reflectingon the system of  'water supply' which Allah's system of  
Rabubiyat has madefor water to reach every place, the intellect and vision become lost in 
amazement. The rays of  the sun take clean and distilled waterfrom the brackish water of  
the oceansby evaporation to the heights of  the atmosphereand leave contaminations 
behind. This freshwater floats around hither and thither in the vessels of  the clouds,and 
wherever it is needed, the mouth of  this vessel is opened. 
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